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Dear kindred spirit friends of Jakob Lorber and related servants as Emanuel
Swedenborg, Gottfried Mayerhofer and further writers commissioned by our
Lord Jesus. Be all greeted in the Lord. The new doctrine of Truth is reported to
Jakob Lorber in a non-mediumistic way. This divine doctrine has existed for
over 150 years in book form and was taught nearly 2,000 years ago, to the
students and the people of Jesus, in what was then Palestine. This “New
Revelation” of Jesus - was revealed again in 1840 and by the Austrian writingservant- or Prophet Jakob Lorber and many writings supplemented again. He
received his information not on inspiration [trance] but he was in full
consciousness dictated by the Lord Jesus Himself.

=======================================================

INTROSPECTION– SELF EXAMINATION
===================================

Contacts and reactions
We received friendly and useful responses to the Jakob-Lorber-Bulletin Nr.29.
Reactions will be published to the incoming order again:

Gerard

The send copy [preferably between the 15th and 20th of a month] is processed in the
next issue. Incoming copy outside the specified dates will then postponed and are
probably included in the subsequent publication.
============================================================ ===

- We wish you a blissful enjoyment in reading============================================================ ==
Dear reader,
I was approached by several readers about the question whether Jacob Lorber was
allowed to receive all divine Works by God personally or through an Angel of the
Lord. A theme that is certainly worth discussing and maybe to write something about
it.
Also the question from a reader came in, how the 11th part, that was not given
dictated to Jakob Lorber [because he was already deceased] but another person
named Leopold Engel, had the mercy to finish the New Revelations of the Gospel of
John with the 11th and final part.
I seem to remember that Giuseppe - the Italian initiator of the Jakob Lorber
International Bulletin - did not have the need to add this theme at that time, because
according to him, there was no 'space' to discuss the eleventh part of the GGJ [Great
Gospel of John] and was thus obviously not eligible.
But is that really so? If you surf on the internet, you will find a variety of diversities,
pros and cons. Let's review this topic thoroughly, although we give all the space in
the bulletin. G
================================================= ==============

After a failed heart operation, I was clinically dead for 30 minutes:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x5meZTbBBks [German report with subtitles]

The hell does exist – I was there!:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eDd03MKns9w [German report with subtitles]

Joel 2:28: Then I will pour out My Spirit upon all kinds of people, and your
sons and daughters shall prophesy, your old men shall dream dreams, and
your young men shall see visions.
29:And also upon the servants and upon the slaves in those days will I pour
out my spirit.

---------- Today’s olive garden at Gathsemané ----------

Ancient olive trees, a posterity from the time of Jesus

The apostle Thomas
The apostle Thomas is especially mentioned in the Gospel of John. The legend lets
him go to Persia and the Dutch East Indies and to be buried at Edesas.The Acts of
Thomas are a document of Syrian-gnostic origin from the 2nd century, in which the
mentioned legend occurs and they belong to the apocryphal books. By mentioning
his name and the quotations from the Fathers of the Church, they knew for a long
time that an apocryphal Gospel also existed for Thomas. Because of the discovery of
the large collection of Gnostic writings at Nag Hamadi at the Nile in Egypt in 1945, it
is now fully known. It belongs together with the Gospel of Truth to the most important
works of this Gnostic library. Already in the 2nd century, Chalde missionaries have
formed a Christian congregation in Malabar [south-west India] the so-called ThomasChristians. They belonged to the East Syrian [Orthodox] Church. [Source:
Swedenborgiana, No. 14 - June 1995]
================================================= ========== ===

Editorial photo

„ Therefore, Learn it from Me!“
Brief summary
[Klaus Opitz]
From whom could we learn spiritual (and material) truths if we did not learn from the
One Who created and preserves Heaven and Earth Himself and who loves us as
"lost sons and daughters" and want us to return by free will in His heavenly
Jerusalem.
Themes:
1. The world is completely lacking spiritual light
2. When there would be another way to free development.
3. Learn it from Me.
4. No message completely revealed.
5. What I give you is just from the heart.
6. Problems of the forward development.
1. The world is lacking the spiritual light in all things.

1.1. "The world now lacks the spiritual light in all things, for the servants of
Balaam, of which you have also taken the last sparks and suffocated them in the
heart, also of the minority who still somehow had a weak faith. Now it has become
completely night. Nobody knows anymore how to give advice or help. That's
why they review again and again and choosing candidate after candidate to
come to a wise gradation of the country, in this way. But they are all blind now
and do not see and recognize the wise men, because they only love the most
respected ones, who have a strong voice. Therefore, they will also cause more
misery, robbery and murder and blood shedding, as it is already visible in
several places. "(GH.03_48.06.14.12)
2. If there was another way to free development.
2.1. "If there would be another way for an independent, free development of
life, which would be even less painful, then the Deity would certainly have
included it in its order. But in the relationships of life matters as they are and
being necessary, no better way is possible now. The way is also good and
efficient. And because the matter is so, and not otherwise, she herself is the
greatest proof of the visible, graspable existence of God, without whom
nothing can arise and exist.
But if the existence of God is clearly proven, what does he deserve to be
ashamed of such wise men as you want to be one? "(RB.01_027,06 ff.)
2.2. The permanent destiny of the Earth is [now] to educate the children of
God's spirit for all infinity. " (GGJ.02_205.09)
3. Therefore, learn from Me.
3.1. I (Jesus) said:”If those books of inner spiritual wisdom would have been
written so that every natural world mind would understand them at a first
glance, people soon would put them aside and not even looking at them
anymore. What use would it then have for them?!
But as such the books contain encompassing spiritual from the simplest creature to
the deepest heavenly-divine and therefore cannot ever be fully understood by
no natural world-mind, but only by the pure, perfect transcendental spirit of
man. The very non-understanding of such scriptures is a waker of the spirit in
man and shows him what and how much he still lacks for his life’s completion. He
therefore will quite often take such scriptures to hand and think about them,
whereby from time to time the one or the other will become more clear to him. If
he thus by his troubles and zeal found a small light of the spirit, he will become more
and more strenuous in his studies of the inner, spiritual truths and in this way will
gain more and more light and also attain a closer connection with his inner,
transcendental spirit and will then also be able to provide his fellow-man with a
brighter light which will be very beneficial to them.
However, this would never occur, if these scriptures would have been given in a
purely natural way; and if it would have been given in this way, no spiritual and
heavenly-divine could have been imbedded in the words as I have shown you
already quite often. (GGJ.06_101,09 ff.)

3.2 Now I will open the eyes of the unbelievers and explain the bible-explainers
the true meaning of My Bible so that nobody can use the excuse that he had
not known the truth and could blame me whilst he alone is to blame. Therefore,
be strong you few who, scattered throughout the countries and are still
keeping My pearls in your hearts! Put your trust in Me! (The Lord Sermons,
1.01_026,23)
3.3 For who doesn’t know God well, can never believe in God completely, even
less so love Him above all and therefore can also not completely share in the
spirit of God. Since from an incorrect recognition of God, because of the free will of
man, in time all kinds of misperceptions are spreading among the people, which
then sprawl like a thousand-headed Hydra, turning people into servants of idolaters
and blocking their portal to the true, everlasting life, so that they then as souls in
the beyond can hardly ever enter; for what a soul can achieve here, in one day,
for her life perfection, in the beyond she often cannot achieve in several
thousands of earth-years. My old disciples have quite an extended knowledge of
God; however, you new arrivals are all together still very weak in it and I, therefore
want to strengthen you.” (GGJ.06-228:19)
3.4. …For everything I give you here (New Revelations) is true and faithful for My
children, for I do not give it to the world, but only to My weak children.
Therefore, they shall not measure My love and wisdom, My words and My
grace by worldly standards. I do not want to shine before the world; I only want to
be loved by you, for I have plenty of suns to shine upon the world. If you criticize My
writings with your worldly learning, what do you think I shall do with your worldly
nonsense? –
Therefore, learn from Me, and once you will have been taught by Me, you will
see and recognize whose laws are on a higher level- Mine or those of the world.
For the world, the word is important, but to Me the meaning within the word;
and he who does not gather with Me will mightily stray! (Household of God part
1, chapter 34:36)
4. No message is completely revealed
4.1. ... "But you do not know that from Heaven, no message can come
completely unveiled to the people on Earth, but every message is still enclosed
by a shell. For without such a shell-like enclosure can no a message that is
purely spiritual, coming from heaven to the humans, neither if any of you
would be able to absorb the essential nutrients that are fit for the body without
adding grosser matter. "(Spiritual Sun, Part 2, chapter. 15:03)
4.2. Bruno *):.... "Well, because you understood what i told you, I will pass on to you,
in the name of the Lord again the matter of God:
*) The speaker in Jacob Lorber, "From Hell to Heaven. The spiritual guidance of
Robert Blum "
"... Therefore, the wise Creator has only made an unchangeable fixed order
where it is necessary and serves to the salvation of the people. But those

things, with which the free human mind has to engage, have been shaken
crisscrossed by God, by the fact that the spirit may find the best opportunity to
practice for certain benefits, making him the dignity and power, which is
required here in this pure spirit world for the real true love fulfilled, eternal
existence. The divine doctrine is given in such a way that every spirit of it, can
receive food that suits him best, can feed with it, thereby grow and come to
perfection. "(From Heaven to Hell, Part 1_114: 12.13)
4.3. I will arrange My teaching in such a way that by merely reading or hearing
the Gospel no one shall get to the bottom of the living truth, but only by acting
in accordance with My teaching and by the application My light in every human
being will shine brighter! ( See John 7:17) (GGJ.01-113: 13)
5. What I give you, that's just for the heart.
5.1. "Look, every person has a dual ability: an appearance that is the main or
actual outward sense of soul. With this ability, the divine being is never to
grasp and understood. Because it is only given to the soul to separate the
spirit in her from the Deity, for the time being and to keep the Deity hidden for
the sprit for a time. If a soul now wants to find God with this negative power,
then she increasingly removes herself from her purpose as she continues to
pursue it stubbornly along this road.
But the soul has yet another ability, which is not in her spirit but in her heart. This
ability is called the inner mood and consists of an entirely own will, love and a
similarity of the two mood elements. Once this has absorbed the concept of the
existence of God in it, it is immediately covered with love and held by her will, and
holding it is then "believing" it,
By this faith, that is alive, the true spirit is awakened. He then looks at what has
awakened him, recognizes it and immediately takes possession of it, then rises as a
powerful light from God and penetrates the soul and changes everything in her into
the light. And this light is the true faith through which every soul can be saved.
" [From Hell to Heaven, Part 1-35: 2-4]
5.2. Truly, I tell all of you: Whoever will not acknowledge Me through the heart
as his Father - meaning, the sole, true Father -, will not come to My bosom!
"But when you call: 'Abba!’ call it in your heart, in humility, love and in all But
when you call: 'Abba!’ call it in your heart, in humility, love and in all truth out
of it, and I will listen to you. However, which one of you children will at all times
call: 'Lord, Lord, God of all justice, God of grace, God of love and all mercy!’
although I shall not repudiate him and take his life, - yet it will be very difficult
for him to ever reach this spot of the most blissful, freest life.[ Household of
God, part 2, chapter: 46:3]
5.3. "My creation and understanding of me is not a mental matter, but it is a
matter of the heart, of the feeling! (Sg.01_026.30)
5.4. "... as one's love to me will be, so shall his light and, consequently, be his
wisdom." (Household of God, part 2, chapter 86:05)

6. Problems with the development.
6.1. "Realize, the more you develop in self-realization, the more you will get to know
My teaching, My Creation, My material and spiritual world and the more the trouble of
progressing will pile up.
Follow your My Teaching, then you're right in the gradation of My Children! And,
a child of the Creator of the infinity of God, "is not achieved as easily as it takes in
ordinary life.
No victory crown will be won without a struggle, and if you want to become a victor of
the solid matter, you must first become free in your own spirit, go for complete
independence in the creation.
You must lay down your old worldly Adam and take the new spiritual Adam to you.
The old human as a product of the world must have died, and the new spiritual must
be born again, or you must be "a re-born," as I once said, "When you are not born
again in spirit and truth, you cannot enter into my Heavenly Kingdom. "(From:
Gottfried Mayerhofer," Who is the man of the Spiritual Magnetism? Or “The way to
rebirth "," Heilung and Gesundheitspflege ", Lorber Verlag)
The full text can be found under: JESUS2030.de, left column under "Einführende
Texte"
================================================================

I was 5 hours dead, was in heaven and
eas sent back with an order:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EzXXV61pveA
================================================================

Contacts:
Manuela from Portugal
Good Day Gerard.
Thank you very much for your kind words and gesture of referring our humble
bulletin on yours.
And my sincere apologies for not sending you our last editions.
As I work as an independent international consultant, these last couple of
months were not easy to me, and extra effort and hours were required.

To translate the bulletin to English without changing the meaning of the Portuguese
version is a hard task.
But it is God's work and someone must do it, dear brother.
We all feel sorry for our pastor José Luis who accepted Pastor Egídio invitation to
make the translation to Spanish only did it twice.
Unfortunately, we cannot expect that he will do it anymore, a fact that we must
accept.
You know how much effort and personal sacrifice is required to edit a number.
Working with consistency is rare to find - you know that!.
Rectifying my omission, I am attaching the last four (4) bulletins: December 2017;
January, February and March 2018.
Wishing you many blessings from the Lord and thanking you again for your generous
brotherhood and support a cause that is not ours.
- Belongs to God alone.
Manuela
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/3761ac_18bbdf08a9ac4829993b0016f91e0abc.pdf

[April 2018 in Portuguese]
================================================================

Swedenborg spoke to the Spiritual World.
To speak with spirits is rarely permitted today, because it is dangerous; for then the
spirits know that they are with the humans, while they do not know otherwise; and
evil spirits are of such a nature that they have a deadly hatred of man, and desire
nothing else than to destroy him in body and soul.
This is actually done with those who have surrendered themselves to fantasy, so that
they remove the pleasures that fit the natural man. Some, who suffer a lonely life,
sometimes hear spirits speak to them, and this without danger. But the spirits who
are with those people are removed from time to time, that they may not perceive that
they are with a human; for most spirits have no idea that there is yet another world
than those in which they are, nor that there are people elsewhere; therefore it is not
allowed for a human to speak back to them; because then they would know this.
[Source: Heaven and Hell 249]
A merchant asked Swedenborg how his friend is doing on the other side. Is he in a
blessed state? Swedenborg: "No, he is not yet in heaven. He is still in the Hades [the
world of spirits] and he continually torments himself with the idea of the restitution of
all things! "This answer was the greatest astonishment to the merchant from
Elberfeld. 'My God! What! In the other world? " Certainly, "said Swedenborg,"the
human takes his cherished tendencies and ideas with him, and it is very difficult to

get rid of them. We should therefore set them aside here. The merchant said
goodbye and returned home, completely convinced that 'Swedenborg was no
deceiver, but a pious Christian'.

The fact that he [Swedenborg] had dealt with the inhabitants of the spiritual world for
many years is beyond any doubt, but a certain fact is the story of the narrator
[source: The Swedenborg - Epos 4 - the last journey].
Who does not know that the human lives after death, with only the difference that he
then lives as a spiritual man? The angels are surprised that most people on Earth do
not know this. Their vision: "the spiritual human sees the other spiritual human, as
the one material man sees the other material man; and they do not know one
distinction except that they are in a much more perfect state.
Swedenborg in a conversation with the angels: He said: "that the Lord has now made
revelations about life after death." The angels said: "What about life after death? Who
does not know that the human lives after death? "Swedenborg replied:" They know it
and they do not know it. They say that it is not the human, but his soul, and that he
lives as a spirit. But about the spirit they cherish a representation such as about the
wind or ether, and that one only lives as a human being after the day of the Last
Judgment ... '[Source: Swedenborg-Memories]
================================================================

Click on the attached annex ‘the blue planet’ and listen!!!!
================================================================

The last coming Endtime
By Mirko Sten
As I see and observe the world, we are directly faced with the final end time which is
announced by many seers and prophets. If we assume that Jesus has pronounced
His statements in the year 27 AD and has foretold that the coming of the final
judgment will take place within 2000 years, then we can assume a last final
Judgment will last till 2027. And if we now know that for the final judgment the
antichrist will rule 7 years and that thereof 3 ½ years the deepest, darkest nights on
Earth will prevail, we are already in the year 2020.

However, in order to make a leader of the antichrist possible now, a radical change of
the power relations on Earth is needed. That would therefore mean that for the active
action of the antichrist, the world and humanity must be completely absorbed into
chaos in order to seize a dominant position in the world. Consequently, we still had 23 years time till the coming of the antichrist, although many very strong changes will
cause unrest, up to the third world and then the intervention of GOD by a celestial
body.

Whether this will happen in the same way, we will certainly experience it and all this
lies in the wisdom and will of GOD alone. What I personally see, experience at the
moment, points exactly in that direction. I work for a company that works for the large
part for the car industry and when I see what and how much we produce, I recognize
that this has not been a healthy business for decades. Faithful to the motto of
producing more and more, farther and faster, this is inciting the entire economic
system of materialism, but GOD is merciful, for they do not know what they are doing.
At the moment there is only a small spark missing to blow up the barrel of gunpowder
in the air and with Trumps decisions [if he does it] exactly this spark is meant. Only
today I was allowed to read that Trump is committed to fair trade relations and that
means equal rights for all. At that time, all cars produced in Europe went abroad for
90%, a large part of them to America. And for this America still requires 2,5% import
duty. Europe, on the other hand, requires 10% import tax from the American car
industry, and that is why there are no [or very few] American car drivers in all of
Europe, and that contrasts with America, where, for example, there are few
Volkswagen cars driving around.
So if Trump demands fair trade relations now [which are only justified and fair] then
he would have to increase the US import duties, which would mean that a European
export and especially German cars to America would no longer be worthwhile. And if
90% of German cars goes abroad and this 90% would disappear at once, GOD
please be mercifull to this economic crisis. In the blink of an eye, our economy will be
on the ground, and I do not know how many workplaces there are in the German car
industry, but there are several millions of them.
These millions of unemployed people would let collapse the already so strong,
overburdening economy and the money system. And this would lead to the time of

distress and misery, about which many seers and prophets report. In contrast to
2008, when everything was saved, we now have completely different circumstances
in Germany and Europe and this time there is no material rescue.

Redact. foto: we people destroy the Earth!!!

This is the time that awaits us and it can begin tomorrow, so we must keep our house
clean every day for the Lord, purify ourselves and rejoice in the love of Him and
sacrifice our lives to Him. For only the Lord, our GOD FATHER, our SAVIOR alone
can carry and guide us through this time. Only the love for HIM can save us, but no
gold and silver of this world.
After 2030, the Earth will shine again in a new radiance, and only a few will make the
Earth habitable as new ancestors, such as Adam and Eve. And this holy time will
then be the time of the 1000-year Kingdom, which is half a dozen [Red. 6] will
continue. All the above events have been given to awaken and save the souls,
therefore do not fear but await the Lord's day with joy and prepare for it, for He will
come as a thief in the night. Then you must have prepared oil for the lamps,
otherwise you will miss the Lord and wait for HIM for an unthinkable time.
Best regards and GOD's abundant blessing from the Ore Mountains, Mirko Sten
sends.
================================================================

You can deposit your appreciated contribution at the following account number:
Gerard Huige
Volksbank
Account number
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Translation costs: Relana v. d. V.
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